
SPECIFIC COURSE OBJECTIVES FOR THE WEEK:

MIDTERM EXAM review notes

Review the ZONE SYSTEM as a language and a tool for previsualization. 

Review dynamic range and latitude.

Learn about flash fill as a way to compensate for high contrast scenes.

A brief discussion about filters for color or black and white imagery.

Case studies on perception and seeing: Everyday and Smoke

TOPICS TO REVIEW FOR THE MID-TERM EXAM

This is intended to guide you in your preparation for the midterm exam.  There are 53 questions, all multiple choice.  I’ll 
bring the exam and scantron forms.  All you need to do is study.

The following list outlines the relative frequency of the material you can expect to encounter.  It is arranged in the 
same order that it will appear on the exam.  As you study, please review all assigned readings, audio links, lecture notes, 
visuals, and of course, your previous quiz.

BASIC CONCEPTS & TERMINOLOGY – two questions 

HISTOGRAMS – three questions

EXPOSURE (aperture, shutter speed, light meters, ISO) - twenty three questions 

RESOLUTION, BIT DEPTH, COLOR - eight questions including one from the Radiolab episode

LENSES - six questions 

DEPTH OF FIELD - four questions

ZONE SYSTEM, DYNAMIC RANGE, FLASH FILL - four questions 

PERCEPTION, CREATIVITY, & PROCESS - three questions, all from lecture topics

Ansel Adams:  The ZONE SYSTEM, dynamic range, and 
previsualization

The Zone System = a language for describing the 
various tonal values in a scene and in a print. 



The Zone System describes specific tonal values

The Zone System

Zones are indicated by Roman Numerals.
0 = solid black (complete absence of light)

X = pure paper white

Each zone is twice as bright – or half as dark –
as the neighboring zone.

Not coincidentally, this is the exact same 
relationship as apertures and shutter speeds.

METERING CONFIGURATIONS

You can configure how much of a scene that your meter sees.
The diagrams below show the typical metering (the icons and names vary from 
camera to camera). 

In these examples, the white area is what your camera measures in a scene. The 
black area would not be measured. 

If you wanted to apply the ZONE SYSTEM method of exposure (not something we 
really do in this class), you’d generally use the spot metering method so you could 
isolate a very specific portion of a scene and base your exposure off of that 
measurement.



Dynamic range = the contrast of a scene to be 
photographed.

It can be described in Zones (or stops).

Latitude = the contrast range that your camera 
can reasonably record.

It can be described in Zones (or stops).

What can you do if the dynamic range 
(contrast) of a scene exceeds the latitude (the 
contrast your camera can actually capture)?

A common technique is called flash fill.

The histogram for a high 
contrast scene.



Flash fill = using a flash in a high contrast scene to 
“fill” the shadows with light and help REDUCE 

contrast.

A high contrast scene 
without a flash.

A high contrast scene 
with the flash set to 

full power

A high contrast scene 
with the flash set to 

1/2 power



FILTERS with COLOR or BLACK and WHITE PICTURES

A polarizing filter only allows one plane of light to pass through. 
It’s like a venetian blind. This helps reduce reflections off of glass.

Color filters allow only their own color to pass through.
This is only useful if you are using B&W film.



http://www.anseladams.com/Articles.asp?ID=145




















